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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: ARK CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: The Professional Pathways programme
ARK (Absolute Return for Kids) is an international charity which aims to transform lives through
education, giving every young person, regardless of their background, a great education and real choices
in life. In the UK, it has a network of 35 schools, educating more than 21,000 pupils. These schools are all
non-selective and in areas where they can make the biggest difference. ARK also sets up ventures and
partnerships in the UK and around the world to improve education systems as a whole.
The Professional Pathways programme supports teachers in adopting new approaches to the vocational
teaching and learning of Level 3 BTEC qualifications in school sixth forms. Its focus is on training teachers
to prepare students for longer-term success: helping them to secure and sustain high quality post-18
destinations. The programme has been in pilot for two years and is now being evaluated to inform the
wider roll-out of its methodology.

Skills, knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
The Professional Pathways programme further develops teachers’ knowledge, skills and understanding of
vocational teaching and learning methods, and assessment of work-readiness skills. They also gain an
understanding of evaluation, including the methods, tools and practicalities of collecting and monitoring
destinations data and tracking leavers.
In facilitating the programme, teachers measure the work and university readiness skills of Year 13
students, including: cognitive and problem solving skills, such as critical thinking; intrapersonal skills such as
communication, working collaboratively, negotiating skills; interpersonal skills, including self-assessment,
adaptability, resilience.
ARK uses the framework developed by Enabling Enterprise to assess, monitor and support the development
of: Teamwork & Leadership; Listening & Presenting; Aiming High & Staying Positive; Problem Solving &
Creativity.
Commercial knowledge and awareness of the relevance of subjects to the world of work are also
developed, along with subject-specific knowledge, skills and understanding.
The framework uses skills levelling to quantify progress over time, rather than relying solely on student
reports on confidence in each skill. For example, in terms of teamwork, by the end of Year 13 to achieve the
target level, a student is expected to be able to: reflect on, and evaluate, the team’s approaches to tasks
and carefully influence to get better results. At the highest level, they also show they understand the skills
of other team members and adapt their approach to them.

How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
Our teachers apply the same principles of learning that they use in their classroom practice to the
development of skills. They focus on how they can break quite large skill concepts into small
digestible chunks and build in time each day for deliberate practice to ensure that the component
parts of using this skill move into long term memory. This is completed both formally through a
work readiness curriculum and informally through the culture of the classroom where they are
required to practise skills daily such as team work, reflection, problem solving and presentation
skills.
When working with students, teachers start by understanding where their students’ strengths and
weaknesses currently lie, and then build higher levels of competence in these areas during the programme.
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Teaching and learning activities
The BTEC specification is taught in a way which embeds knowledge and skill into long term memory.
Students do not complete one assignment after another, but instead return to concepts and weave through
modules to ensure that they can transfer and apply knowledge. This is suited to the new more rigorous
BTEC specification which now requires students to sit synoptic papers, but also suits the development of
these skills.
A bespoke work readiness curriculum introduces students to concepts and skills and also provides
structured activities to allow for deliberate practice. In addition, students receive almost 200 hours during
the course engaging with businesses to understand and research key business concepts. This not only
requires them to digest new information, but also practise their skills whilst investigating.
Where learning takes place
Learning takes place, primarily, in classrooms during BTEC subject lesson time. Students are also
guaranteed at least one visit per half term to a real business environment and take part in a conference
with all other Professional Pathways students once per term. This usually takes place in either a business or
a university and supports them to explore their progression options after school
Support from business/volunteers
ARK has strong links with universities and businesses. To support the programme, ARK engages industry
partners, each of which has an agreement outlining commitment to the partnership. Partners commit to
developing curriculum projects with teachers, taking areas of the specification such as marketing, managing
an event or HR processes and systems, and finding ways for students to engage with employees who are
specialists in this area. These volunteers also provide opportunities for students to practise these skills (eg.
running an interview, organising an event) and then provide feedback to them. This transfer from
acquisition of knowledge to application helps students to truly embed this information.
Businesses and volunteers also play a part in preparing students for their destinations after school. They
support with talks about routes into business and jobs, but also provide e-mentoring to students through
application processes and provide one-on-one interviews.
ARK schools are using Future First’s database to build, manage and communicate with their alumni
communities.
Briefing/Training for teachers and business volunteers
Teachers have induction training on how ARK monitors and tracks the impact of the programme on the
academic and vocational progress of students.
On a termly basis, teachers have moderation days during which they moderate academic and workreadiness skills development across the student cohort, plus individual coaching sessions to reflect on
progress and how they will tweak their approach based on information gathered during the programme.
Bi-annual meetings are held with teachers and industry partners on programme implementation.
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Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Evaluation
The main aims of the evaluation are to:
•
•
•

evaluate and identify whether Professional Pathways, as an approach to vocational teaching and learning,
increases the likelihood of students securing and persisting in high quality post-18 destinations
identify areas for improvement and a set of recommendations that could be adopted to increase the
programme’s impact in the longer term
provide a technical report with qualitative/quantitative information on the longer-term success of ARK BTEC
students following a range of post-school pathways, to be used to influence the wider education and industry
sectors on the benefits of ARK’s work.

Evaluation is a standard part of coaching and training with teachers.
Tracking
Destination tracking is a strategic priority for ARK and its schools. It has centralised systems to track the
non-academic progress of students whilst at school and for tracking the intended and final destinations of
students, with clear milestones for completion of surveys. Retention is also monitored through half-termly
meetings in schools and through the centralised systems.
Data protection is in place to gain permission to securely share and analyse data. Consent for long-term
tracking allows access to data about HE graduation and work data up to age 25.
Evaluation methods include: student surveys, focus groups and individual interviews with students,
university and industry partners and teachers to collect relevant qualitative information. Quantitative
information is collected through surveys and by accessing national databases such as HESA.
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Priscilla was one of the first students to participate in the Professional Pathways programme and, after
seven years at Globe Academy, she is about to embark on the next stage of her education.
When she finished Year 11, Priscilla wasn’t sure exactly what she was going to do next: “I was going to do
science, because I was interested in medicine, and most of my family are nurses and doctors, so I wanted to
continue that line.” However, when her GCSE results weren’t quite good enough for her to study Science at
A Level, she decided to rethink her career path.
“I wanted to stay at Globe because of the teachers, because they’ve known me from Year 7 until Year 11,
and they would be able to offer me the best support.” Professional Pathways provided her with the option
she needed in order to stay on into sixth form, and the more she found out about it, the more it appealed
to her: “what was going to happen within Professional Pathways was also something that attracted me;
working with businesses, visiting businesses, and focusing on coursework.”
Globe’s partner business was the international construction company, Bouygues UK, and Priscilla has spent
the last two years working with their staff and visiting their sites: “we did our recruitment project with
Bouygues. This helped us with our communication and improved our skills. We also did some marketing
communication with Bouygues – they gave us a project on how we could market their buildings to their
clients. And lastly we did a sustainability challenge where we had to make our school community
sustainable. We had to present our ideas back to a board of Bouygues employees”.
The work with Bouygues didn’t just help Priscilla to improve her skills, it also transformed her view of a
career in construction, and completely changed the path she wanted to pursue. When she started the
course, she had a very stereotypical view of what a career in construction would involve: “A career in
construction would be mainly building on site… wearing helmets, mainly males, building with bricks and all
that.”
“Working with Bouygues, I realised that there’s a lot going on before they actually start building. There’s
different departments, they have people to look at finance, people to look at planning, architects… there’s a
lot. It was way different from what I expected.”
So how did this change her plans for what she will do when she finishes school? “My current plan for what
I'm going to do next? I'm going to be studying construction project management at UCL. When I finish, I will
hopefully be working in a construction company doing project management.”
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Two years on the Professional Pathways programme has encouraged Saffron to rethink the best pathway
to follow when she finishes school.
“Originally I wanted to go straight to university. I thought I wanted to go into the field of social sciences, to
do religious studies or sociology or something. A lot of people would say that that opens doors for you;
university is the thing that people look for, a degree is what people look for.”
“But through Professional Pathways, I got a range of opinions and advice. For example, my teacher told me
to do an apprenticeship, because obviously she knows me well and she knows that I'm more practical. I am
good at writing, and academically, but I have to work extremely hard to get there. Whereas
an apprenticeship would be more like practical and more hands on.”
“So now I’ve decided that I'm going to take a gap year and within that gap year do an apprenticeship, and
then go to university a year after. It’s all because of the advice I’ve received.”
“That’s the best plan for me because not only am I gaining skills, I'm going to be more mature before going
into university. I’ll get a qualification but I’ll also have done something where I’ve developed my
transferable skills and soft skills.”
Professional Pathways has also helped Saffron to decide on the career she would like to work in. “Our
school has a partnership with Bouygues, and I met a lady called Alicia who works in HR there. I asked her
what it was like it’s to work in HR, and I really enjoyed what her job was. Then we did like a sustainability
event where I was project manager, and it really showed me that I'm really good at working with people,
and I enjoy working with people, so I think HR is best for me.”
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Antonio has just finished his first year on the Business Professional Pathways programme at Ark Globe
Academy.
“At first I was planning to do A levels, and I didn’t know what Professional Pathways was. However, my
GCSEs weren't quite to the standard that the A levels needed so Ms. Donachy (Head of Sixth) came to me
and she explained to me what it was and what it could do. I was still a bit unsure about it but as unit one
started to begin, I realised that that was my style of working rather than like constant exams. So it relieved
stress and it was much easier for me to manage my workload”.
Other than the different way of working, Antonio also discovered that there were lots of other elements
that made Professional Pathways the best option for him.
“In my unit, which was about recruitment and selection, we had to have a mock interview at Arma
Partners, which helped me with my interview skills, as well as my CV building. And on Friday’s we have a
lesson where we practise our presentation skills. This helps you build confidence, because the first time I
did a presentation, I wasn't so confident, compared to the second time I was much more confident
speaking.”
“We also have lessons that are especially about work readiness This it’s a weekly thing that we do to
prepare us and just build our knowledge for the work environment, for the future, and just a way to
understand what work really is. This helps us think about where we want to be, so whether university or
apprenticeships are options, what different courses we can do in university, the different jobs that you can
get from business, which is really helpful.”
At the moment Antonio is still deciding on what he would like to when he finishes school, but he knows
that he has lots of options open to him.
“Well, I’ve always wanted to go to university, and that’s always been my main goal to achieve. Even though
the apprenticeship does seem like a good option, I still feel like I want to go to university. I'm not too sure
what course I’d like to do at the moment, but Professional Pathways has definitely opened my mind to new
possibilities.”
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Ester has been an Ark Globe Academy student since primary school. She stresses the support of Globe
throughout her education: “I’ve been one of the longest-term students here. The staff not only helped me
with my health condition which affected my education, but also with becoming the person I am now.”
When Ester joined the Professional Pathways programme she had already completed one year of sixth
form, and was looking for an alternative option to A Level study. “When we weren’t very satisfied with my
A level results, the Head of 6th Form, advised me to choose Business Professional Pathways. That was a
very stressful moment for me, but her support was key.”
And despite the stress of changing courses, Ester is adamant that it was the right decision:“this changed
everything; my mindset changed, my confidence increased, I developed communication and leadership
skills. I like the fact that it’s not only about writing and doing essays, but it’s also about real world
experience and things that really matter in the workplace.”
And the impact of the programme is evident in Ester’s plans for her next steps. She says that without
Business Pathways, she wouldn’t have pursued higher education in Business Management and Economics.
Ester was offered a place at every university that she applied to, and, now that she has received her final
coursework grades she has made the decision to accept an offer from Manchester University. She wants to
study for a degree in International Business Management and Economics, and is particularly excited about
the opportunity to spend a year abroad as part of the course.
She would like to work abroad and come back to London in a managerial position. She wants to work in a
big company and eventually become a CEO. “This is such a big dream for someone with my background,
and as a female, too. Becoming a CEO of a big company… this is how I see myself in the future.”
Her advice to people like her, who have started the path of education with difficulties, is to push through
and not to give up halfway. She also advises not to allow any negative situations either at home or among
friends to influence them. She adds: “They should believe that they are perfect the way they are. I know it’s
clichéd but it is also right. It’s all about growth!”
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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: ENABLING ENTERPRISE CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: The Enterprise programme
Enabling Enterprise (EE) is an award-winning not-for-profit social enterprise, set up by a team of
teachers in 2009. Its mission is to equip young people with the skills, experiences and aspirations
they need to succeed in life. It works with children and young people aged 5 to 18 in primary and
secondary schools across the country, in partnership with over 120 top businesses.

Skills, knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
A framework has been developed to assess, monitor and support the development of the skills
involved in: listening and understanding; presenting; problem solving; being creative; working in a
team; leading others; aiming high; staying positive. This framework uses skills levelling to quantify
progress over time, and teacher validation, rather than relying solely on student reports on
confidence in each skill.
By the time students leave school, participants in the Enterprise programme should be:
• able to listen, capture key information and also to evaluate the speaker and their goals
• confident presenters, able to adapt their approach to a range of contexts and audience reactions
• able to solve problems effectively by creating a range of solutions, assess risk and pre-empt
problems that could emerge in the future
• confident when presented with the need to create new ideas or innovations, knowing a range of
strategies and tools they can use to develop their ideas
• able to work effectively in a team and evaluate the team’s performance to drive future
improvements
• confident in taking the lead on a team task, understanding others and being able to motivate them
to complete the task or project successfully
• able to have a clear plan for future goals, and an ability to work consistently towards achieving
them
• able to face and overcome challenges positively, whilst learning from setbacks.

Students also develop an insight into business and understanding of the relevance of enterprise skills
and knowledge to the world of work.

How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
Six key principles underpin EE’s advice to teachers in developing enterprise skills:
1. Keep it simple: focus on a small, consistent number of highly transferable skills
2. Measure it: by really understanding students’ existing skill levels we can identify strengths,
weaknesses and where to focus
3. Start young and keep going: as with literacy and numeracy, building the skills, starting with basic
empathy and resilience pays dividends throughout education as well as beyond it
4. Focus tightly: ensure activities and projects give the students enough challenge, but not too much.
5. Keep practising: reinforce the skills throughout school life – including other lessons and the wider
school ethos
6. Bring it to life: real world links help students to apply the skills to new experiences and future
employability.

Enabling Enterprise programmes typically last for a whole academic year to avoid the trap of a
quickfix. Programmes offer a complete approach to building students’ enterprise skills and
experiences of the working world.
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When working with students, teachers start by understanding where their students’ strengths and
weaknesses currently lie, and then build higher levels of competence in these areas during the
programme. This enables a more finely-tuned approach to focus on where the students need the
most support.
Students are asked to complete a skills assessment questionnaire at the beginning and end of each
year to measure their progress. Teachers then validate these answers to ensure the data are as
accurate as possible. The assessment is entirely teacher-led: they make the assessments of their
students and then enter these. They observe their classes for a number of weeks before completing
the skills assessments at the beginning and again at the end of the year to make a judgment about
whether their students are achieving the one level per year progress to be on track for success.
The tool used to support teachers in assessing their students is named Skillbuilder and is available as
an online resource at skillsbuilder.org. It is also available to other organisations such as youth
groups and multi-academy trusts.
The Skills Builder tool maps out for every skill what success looks like at each age. For example:
Skill

Level 1: 5 or 6 years-old

Level 6: 10 or 11 years-old

Level 13: 17 or 18 years-old

Working in
a team

Students can work with other
children to complete a simple
task.

Students can help their teams to
reach decisions, even when their
ideas are not chosen.

Students can evaluate their
team’s approach to tasks and
carefully influence to get better
results.

Leading

Students can describe how they
are feeling to others.

Students can make decisions to
resolve disputes between other
team members.

Students can identify the sort of
leader they are and how to make
the most of their strengths.

Aiming high

Students understand “doing
their best” in the context of
school.

Students can set their own
targets that involve trying
something that they might find
difficult.

Students have created a realistic
plan for their next steps that
reflects their skills and strengths.

Teaching and learning activities
The world of work is brought into the classroom through a combination of lesson-time projects,
challenge days and trips to business supporters.
Lesson-time projects are designed usually in 10 session blocks, with each project building on
students’ enterprise skills, whilst also linking to learning across other parts of the curriculum. For
example:
Year 12 Business & Careers - Dreams to Reality Enterprise (12 sessions): students plan, develop and
implement their own businesses to provide opportunities to develop and demonstrate core transferable
skills, which can give a boost to their CVs and UCAS applications.

Challenge days run in school and co-ordinated by EE staff, cover a range of optional topics, including
introductions to politics, business or the world of work. These days offer opportunities for students
to use their enterprise skills while working with others across a class, a year group or the whole
school.
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The challenges include everything teachers need to make the day a success, with videos to launch
each section, as well as support from EE on the day. They are also linked to curriculum outcomes.
Some of the Challenge Day options:
•

Justice in Action: students turn around a failing legal firm by bidding for cases and exploring how the
law and morals interact

•

Greetings Cards: students work in teams to set up and run a greetings card production line, including
making and selling

•

Social Entrepreneur: students identify a need or challenge in their school or community, and develop
ideas to solve them

•

A Day in Politics: students learn about democracy and politics through games, including setting up
their own political parties

•

Chocolate Challenge: students set up a new chocolate brand using market research, financial
modelling and 3D design

•

Moon Base: students explore the world of work by having to create a new community on the moon
from scratch

•

Business in a Day: students create a souvenirs company, with a focus on finance and business basics

•

World Trade Challenge: students explore the world economy through a sophisticated trading game.

Designed to draw out the links between the lesson-time projects and the “real world”, business trips
are hosted by a business partner. They generally run from 10am – 2pm, and give up to 30 students
the chance to interview the business volunteers about their jobs and educational background, and
then to work with them on an engaging business game or simulation, to give a taste of what the
business does.
For example:
Students at a sixth form college made enterprise a key part of their learning by taking part in lesson time
projects which included organising and carrying out two events at their school, both of which were
profitable and deemed successful. They then went on a business trip to a housing company to enhance
teamwork and presentation skills that they had been developing in the classroom. Travelling to this
business was a way to apply these skills in a real-world context and bring their learning to life.
With extra help and expert advice provided by four volunteers from the company, students were ready
to tell their stories and create their presentations. After completing scripts about how they organised
and carried out their team tasks, they were given time to hone their presentation skills and prepare to
address the entire room. They practised how to engage the audience, how to speak loudly and clearly
and come across confidently, avoiding those last-minute nerves. When preparation time was up, the
students took to the stage and gave their presentations.

These trips are a key part of helping to build students’ aspirations and understanding of the world of
work. EE organises all the logistics, including resources, liaising with the schools, briefing the
volunteers and then facilitating on the day itself, so the volunteers can just focus on working with the
students.
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Where learning takes place
Learning takes place in schools and on business premises, for
example in boardrooms.
Support from business/volunteers
Volunteers from leading businesses support lesson time projects
and challenge days by giving students a chance to develop and
apply new enterprise skills, while widening their understanding
of the world of work. They can co-create these projects and
contribute funding towards development costs.
Business partners also host trips to their company, providing volunteers to work with students during
the visit. EE has a range of diverse businesses, including Law, retail, construction and manufacturing
companies, that offer visits or other opportunities for students to meet employees and get a taste of
the working world.
EE’s Strategic Partners, such as the Commercial Education Trust (CET), have supported the growth of its
work through financially supporting new programmes, expansion into new areas or pro bono help.

Training and support for teachers and business volunteers
Training and support for teachers
Enabling Enterprise manages the relationship with each school to facilitate their involvement,
providing teacher training, teaching resources, and all preparation for events.
Teachers attending The Enabling Enterprise Summer Forum
during which they learnt from one another about how to
successfully embed enterprise education in their school’s
curriculum and maximize the impact of their EE activities across
the school. Through sharing experiences, inspiring one another
and reflecting, teachers successfully planned for the coming
year.

EE runs CPD sessions in school for all teachers on developing the 8 core enterprise skills and helps
teachers to run or design successful enterprise and work-related projects.
Core support includes:
•
•
•
•

initial teacher training: introducing effective enterprise education and the EE Programmes
embedding the skills: exploring students’ skills, with practical application for how to develop them in the
classroom
learning walks: supporting teachers delivering programmes in the classroom, providing specific
feedback and ideas
building on the skills: reflecting with teachers to analyse the progress their students have made and
future development.

Wider support includes:
•

modelling and feedback: modelling programme delivery, to get the most out of EE resources, with an
opportunity to reflect

•

curriculum planning: supporting teachers to plan their projects effectively to specific school curricula

•

skill focus: maximising progression in a particular Challenge Skill (e.g. staying positive or leading).
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Resources cover: the assessment of students’ current capabilities; the theory of developing each skill;
practical ways to develop these skills. The resources include a written pack of theory and teaching
materials, plus videos identifying what the skills looks like in a classroom setting at different levels of
competence, and teachers modelling the development of these skills.
Briefing and support for business partners/volunteers
Enabling Enterprise liaises directly with each business to arrange the event/volunteering opportunity
and provides briefings for volunteers. Information is provided electronically in the weeks leading up
to the event for the business to disseminate to volunteers and then, to minimise administrative
burden on the business, short briefings are given on the morning of the event, before the school/s
arrive, about EE’s work and aims of the event.

Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Annual monitoring and evaluation is conducted. EE uses results from teacher assessments tracking
students across the year, and also looks at a group of students before taking part in EE, as a
counterfactual of what happens otherwise. Feedback is gathered from teachers via evaluation forms
and a facility on the portal when teachers access resources. Informal feedback from volunteers is
taken at the end of a visit by a school and an evaluation form is also sent to the business.
External evaluation of the programme has looked at skills gaps and the extent to which skills can be
taught. Methods used included: a literature review to gather different perspectives on skills; the
development of 5 case studies involving visits to schools, reflecting different age-ranges,
geographical location and models for skills development, interviews with teachers and pupil focus
groups; and round-table discussion with representatives of different enterprise education bodies and
schools.
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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: FUTURE FIRST CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: The Core programme
Future First is a national education charity that helps state schools and colleges to build alumni
communities. At the core of its work is the drive to ensure that no young person’s future is limited by their
background. It is known that access to relevant and relatable role models can transform a young person’s
confidence, motivation and skills and that former students can be ideal role models. Having grown up in the
same community and sat in the same classrooms, they can show students that ‘people like me’ do succeed.
The work of Future First is a collaboration between its expert
team, school staff, students, employers and alumni. The team
of dedicated Alumni Officers, who are experts in their field,
work with schools and colleges to help them build, manage
and sustain their community of former students.
When schools sign up to the programme, a Regional Lead
introduces key members of staff to the model of building,
engaging and then ‘mobilising’ their alumni network. When
they feel the school is ready, they hand over to an Alumni
Officer who continues to ensure the school is fully supported.
Events for the Core programme are all school-led and facilitated, unless they want to buy-in additional
support for workshops or other events.

Skills, knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
The alumni help to develop students’ confidence, motivation and skills to succeed, to inspire them to work
harder and aim higher, and can support career decision-making. School and college students develop their
understanding of how the skills and knowledge being developed through curriculum subjects, and
examination syllabuses, are applicable to the business world. For example:
Funding from the Commercial Education Trust (CET), enabled Future First to offer schools a free service designed
to support the development of knowledge and skills, such as communication and numeracy, through business
studies, science/physics and English lessons.
The series of lessons for Business Studies students in Key Stage 4 covered:
•
•
•
•
•

market segmentation, marketing mix – product, place, price, promotion, SWOT analysis (How do I market
my business?)
recruitment, retention, motivation (How do I look after my employees?)
cash flow, revenues, profit as a reward for enterprise and risk taking (How do I make money from my
business?)
understanding that different types of stakeholder have different needs, and that good companies have to
manage them (What are stakeholders and how do I manage them?)
the role of government, how the UK can compete internationally, supply chains, demand (How can I make
my business successful worldwide?)

Students were able to apply their skills and knowledge in completing the associated tasks.
Two-hour workshops with a class Year 12 students, organised by the school in partnership with industry,
covered:
•
•

•

how to sell their skills, through CVs and letters, to develop written communication skills
how to build their brand and sell themselves at interview, including an opportunity to practise
communicating about their skills and strengths at interview, covering best practice, the ‘STAR’ technique
and top tips for answering tricky questions, and to learn about the range of roles available in the industry,
and the routes into these roles
the hidden job market, networking and career pathways, to encourage students to reflect on
opportunities available to them in the future, and what they can be doing now to get there.
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The programme also increases teachers’ awareness of how their subject relates to the ‘world of business’
and develops the skills of alumni.

How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
Key themes of sessions offered by Future First include:
career and education pathways; supporting key transition
points (14+, 16+ and 18+); developing employability skills;
building motivation; and curriculum integration.
Future First has a consultative role, for example in looking at
a school’s forthcoming events and its alumni networks,
making suggestions on appropriate volunteers and giving
advice on the type of event being planned, but sessions are
designed by the school or college to meet the needs of their
students.
Sessions can involve a range of teaching and learning methods, including: inputs from the teacher; formal
talks and informal discussions led by the alumnus; debates; scenario-building; question and answer
sessions; coaching; mentoring; learning ‘by doing’; using role -play and authentic materials from the
workplace; group problem-solving tasks.

Developing transferable skills
Session on skills and strengths
Students are introduced to the idea of ‘transferable skills’ and helped to reflect on what their own
might be. The aim is to increase students’ confidence in identifying their skills, strengths and talents.
The alumnus, acting in a coaching role, supports students in drawing out these skills.
A PowerPoint presentation (available from Future First website) invites students to guess the job of
the alumnus using identified key skills and to question the alumnus about things they are good at
and skills they developed through school subjects. Students then engage in an activity which involves
drawing themselves and populating this with information about their hobbies, skills, strengths,
interests, values and aspirations. Each group has one minute to tell the whole class about their skills
and strengths before the facilitator draws the session to a close by explaining why understanding
their skills is important now and in the future.
Session on how subjects studied relate to the world of work
Students debate statements such as: maths is only useful if I want to do a job like finance or banking;
learning leadership skills is more important than learning how to work together in a team. Questions
are asked of the alumnus on their career pathway into their current job and when they might use
skills in: being a good communicator; working as part of a team; coming up with new ideas; finding
out how things work; being organised and sticking to deadlines; working well under pressure; being
independent; practical activities; being polite and creating a good first impression. During a
reflection task, students look at skills cards, put them in order of importance to getting a job and
then identify subjects in which they are learning these skills. Finally, they tick the skills and attitudes
they think they are developing and those they need to improve.
In other sessions, students have opportunities to apply their skills, for example: the application of
communication skills in practising interviews, writing CVs and covering letters, networking.
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Teaching and learning activities
Examples have included interactive workshops designed for 20 - 30 students which involve them in
contributing their ideas, taking part in group tasks and asking/answering questions, and assemblies, with
time for students to ask questions of alumni.
Subject lessons to support curriculum integration involve alumni in co-teaching lesson content, providing
expert views on particular topics and an authentic audience to present/judge classwork.
For example:
In a science lesson, the class teacher introduced the subject on materials, with lesson objectives and an
introductory task. This was followed by small group tasks and discussion in which the alumnus – a materials
and upholstery designer - contributed by talking to pupils in their groups and providing explanations and
additional content.
The alumnus used examples from her workplace experience to engage learners and brought in samples of
leather for them to have ‘hands-on’ experience of working with this material. As the lesson developed and
the alumnus gained in confidence, the teacher reduced her input and level of control.

Other activities have included enterprise and career insight days. For example:
During an enterprise day, alumni worked with 40 students in a series of activities to identify life skills, such as
effective communication, organisation and ability to stick to deadlines. This experience raised students’
awareness of the relevance of these skills to all school subjects and helped them to develop key skills for the
future. Some inspirational stories were given by alumni who described their journeys since leaving school and
skills they use at work.
Career insight days for six Year 12 students run in partnership with a Bank at its premises, involved tasks
related to the finance industry, with opportunities to quiz professionals (from graduates to senior managers)
and receive personalised feedback on their CV.

Where learning takes place
Learning takes place, primarily, in classrooms during subject lesson time, although other school and college
learning environments can be used, such as assemblies and libraries. For example:
Unlike other alumni lessons, one English lesson was largely conducted in a library where pupils worked in
pairs around computer stations, supported by homework tasks. The alumnus, a multi-media specialist,
worked his way around the group offering each pair specific help with their task. His expertise was welcomed
as the class teacher was conducting a trial of a new kind of software using images and music to represent
poetry and prose.

Schools and colleges can also offer opportunities for their students to learn through off-timetable
workshops, including those held on business partner premises, career drop-in sessions and workshadowing the volunteer in their workplace.
Support from business/volunteers
The core programme enables schools and colleges to access
alumni, and encourages them to make links with former
students who are in work.
Support from alumni ranges from one-off commitments such as
taking part in a workshop, giving a careers or university talk,
appearing on inspirational posters showcasing careers, to ongoing support through, for example, mentoring.
Alumni, such as creative and performing arts professionals,
designers and freelancers, and engineers, and those from various other business backgrounds, can help to
deliver subject content, respond to Q&As, act as a guest judge or provide real life examples of how the skills
and knowledge students are developing in school are readily applicable in the business world.
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For example, students have had opportunities to:
•

try out their own ideas for marketing a product or service, alongside a small business owner who then shared
real-life steps taken to market their product/ service

•

learn from an alumnus working in HR on a ‘business scenario’, thought-showering solutions to the problems
that a business might face. Following a brief talk or Q&A, students problem-solved personnel issues before
the alumnus discussed the action s/he would take in the same situation

•

work with an entrepreneur, someone from a finance department, accountant or bank on practical examples
of financial accounting. The alumnus provided students with an exciting and relatable context for the
otherwise abstract and difficult discussions about finance and cash flow

•

work in groups role-playing a range of stakeholders based on real-life business scenarios presented by one or
more alumni. The alumni offered their experience and advice on how they had balanced the competing
interests of stakeholders in their own companies

•

work with an alumnus from a global firm to investigate factors that impact on how businesses in UK compete
with those across the world.

Alumni can provide an engaging real-life context, taking students through the history and/or structure of
their company and guiding them through presentation activities on the topic. Some employers are willing
to offer students from their old school, work experience, paid internships, or an apprenticeship.
There are a number of other ways that schools and colleges can choose to involve business, for example, by
asking them to: host career insight workshops at their offices; support them in funding activities with their
alumni community; sponsor events to tell their students about opportunities in the respective sectors.
The majority of Future First’s programmes involve staff volunteering small amounts of their time, rather
than financial donations, so they can add variety to a
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) offering.
Future First employer programmes tackle social mobility.
Specific outcomes vary, but often address one or more of the
following: improving diversity and access; developing
employability skills; supporting local communities; sharing
expertise with the next generation, and improving awareness
of issues important to industry.

Training and support for teachers and volunteers
Training on alumni engagement is provided to school/college staff plus, where available, opportunities to
participate in regional roundtables to share best practice with other participating schools. The training can
take place at any time, including school inset days, to: equip staff with knowledge and expertise to build
thriving alumni networks; explore how to develop inspiring and impactful lessons which harness expertise
of volunteers at the individual lesson level, as well as how to embed this approach across the school. If
required, trained facilitators can show teachers how to organise an event by planning sessions, preparing
resources, briefing the alumni and running the sessions on the day. Lesson plans and resources are shared
after the sessions, enabling school staff to run these sessions themselves in the future. Volunteers are
briefed before the events.
A toolkit provides detailed guidance, lessons plans, templates and resources to support: alumni sessions;
mentoring relationships; work shadowing. The toolkit also includes step-by-step guidance on how to
engage, mobilise and communicate with alumni. Different ways to use alumni are described, and examples
given of how other schools have run events in the past.
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Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Evaluations
For the core programme, schools and colleges conduct their own evaluations and assessments of
knowledge and skills developed by their students. But, Future First does have evaluation forms for use with
students who have participated in other programmes. The evaluation form for its employer programme, for
example, covers questions relating to: how often student have had an opportunity to meet with someone
from their field of interest; the extent to which it has improved knowledge of jobs for the future, had an
effect on motivation to want to work and level of confidence, using a rating scale. Teachers who have
organised the events and volunteers are also surveyed. Future First analyses the feedback from students,
teachers and volunteers and develops case studies of practice.
Future First conducts an annual survey, in the Spring, of all former students asking what they are doing
now, to help schools track their progression routes and keep contact details up to date. Alumni receive an
email with a link alerting them to the survey. A survey is also conducted with main contacts in schools and
colleges asking them, for example, to rate the effectiveness of their Alumni Officer and satisfaction with the
programme; and highlight any barriers to running the programme.
During the CET-funded project, an independent evaluation was conducted (summer 2015). The evaluation report
was informed by analysis of qualitative and quantitative data from: before and after surveys; interviews with
students, alumni and teachers to contextualise assessments; observations of lessons and review of lesson plans;
and the development of 4 case studies of participant schools. The baseline measurement involved assessing
students’ engagement, subject attainment and aspirations before the events. The evaluation also included use of
a control group (those not involved in the event).

Tracking
For schools and colleges, Future First’s database platform (portal) allows them to collect all their leavers’
information as they go on to the next stage of their education, training or career. They can store their
alumni data securely online and easily keep in touch. It is recommended that students are briefed on the
purpose and benefits of joining the alumni network beforehand to increase the likelihood of them
responding to the tracking survey. The alumni portal has promotional materials and a template
presentation.
A link is given to a page where alumni can sign up which asks for their personal details, information about
their education and employment, the year they left and what sort of support they would like to offer to
current students. In future they will be able to login at any time and update their profile. It is possible for
schools and colleges to login to view all alumni details as their network grows, and filter their network of
former students in a range of ways, such as by leaving year, what they studied at university, or what
support they would like to offer. For example, they could look for students who have left since 2004,
studied science at A-level, and are willing to act as a mentor. Direct e-mails, updates and invites can be
sent.
The digital toolkit, including a comprehensive guide to using alumni, as well as the alumni sign-up process
and centralised email address for all alumni communications, supports use of the portal. Future First staff
provide the help and support necessary to make sure all leaving students are signed up.
Other ways to reach out to former students include: using Future First's press officer to contact local press;
using social media; asking all staff to sign up those they are in touch with; Future First’s national campaign
to encourage people to sign up to #gobackgiveback.
Schools and colleges are kept up-to-date with portal developments in Future First’s monthly emails. The
Hubs feature which allows alumni networks to be managed across a group of schools, is currently being
tested by three multi-academy trusts.
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Some examples of individual stories of programme participants
Serkan, aged 22, studying at Kings College London with a view to a career in clinical medicine or general
practice.
Reasons for career choice:
My story isn’t the typical one, of having wanted to do medicine from a young age. As a young high school
student, I thought I would go into architecture, design or artwork, as I loved the creative subjects.
I’d always enjoyed Science, but in Year 10, studying triple science gave me the opportunity to study it in
more depth. I started to be fascinated by the subjects. I had a great science teacher and she would always
help me. All my teachers cared about enriching my knowledge, and I took whatever opportunities I could,
like taster day courses, and going to debate chamber events.
In Year 10, I went to a Pharmacy for work experience once a week. I enjoyed seeing the interaction between
the science of medicine and community, and how the two came together, but I knew I didn’t want to be a
pharmacist.
My school started to host alumni workshops and events when I was in Y9 and Y10, and I attended the
science events which were held in the early days. I remember meeting a psychiatrist, a renal doctor and
many more, which encouraged and motivated me.
My interest really sparked when I was doing my GCSEs, when I started reading much more widely around
the Science curriculum and attending lots of extracurricular events.
Route into medicine:
My route into medicine seemed to come about very naturally as my interests became gradually more
focused in this direction. It was really my interest in helping the community which was the foundation for
my decision – I want to help people, at a face-to-face level. My pathway here is quite different, some grow
up in families who work in medicine and are living up to the expectations of parents who themselves have
high-status careers. We all have the shared value of wanting to help people, however.
I started medicine on the EMDP – extended medical degree programme. You are only eligible for this if you
are from a non-selective London state school. There are a few differences in the way the programme is
structured, but you study the same medical curriculum as those on the standard route. The entry
requirements are just as competitive!
People tell you that you will need to be more organised at university but you can’t really know what it’s like
until you get there. I never thought I would be the kind of person to make lots of timetables, or detach from
social media. I didn’t get the grades I wanted to after the first year of A Levels, so I had to make that
change to make sure I achieved my potential.
What was learned through the alumni programme:
I learned that there are a wide range of careers in medicine. For me the most valuable aspect of it was the
motivation, inspiration and reassurance that the former students could provide. Meeting them really did
prove that people from my school, from my area, can succeed.
They reinforced the messages of being organised, time efficient, and not to get distracted by things around
me. These were all qualities which I learned elsewhere and was already quite good at self-regulation, so it
was good to hear it again but not essential for me.
Practical advice they were able to give me was to let me know which A Levels you need to do. They also told
me about the admissions test, which I hadn’t been aware of previously, the various admissions
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deadlines I would need to meet and helpful books to read. They told me to keep reading around the subject
and to be aware of what is going on in policy and medicine.
I attended these events from early on in my GCSE days, but carried on attending through A Levels.
Plans for the future:
Because of my interest in medicine and the community, I see myself focusing on a career in clinical medicine
or general practice.
Advice to school leavers about the knowledge and skills needed at work:
The main point I always talk about is being proactive. I always tell students to get out of their comfort zone
and take positive action, like applying to work experience placements. In applying to things before work
and even afterwards, they will be faced with rejection and they may find it hard, and should know this in
advance. I tell them that sometimes opportunities present themselves, and they should capitalise on those
as this will build their skill sets.
It’s a cliché but I would say that organisation is crucial. As I said before, it was one of the things I found
most difficult to adapt to in sixth form, but it made the most change. Students hate hearing it, but it’s true.
Something else which I think is really important, but which I don’t always talk about with young people, is
that sometimes I feel like students aren’t encouraged to know their own minds, and follow their own
ambitions. Schools are keen to encourage young people to apply to Oxbridge and want them to get As and
A*s, but the pressure on young people is so intense. I want to encourage students who have given it their
all and achieved a C or a B to appreciate what they have done in the knowledge that they did their best.
Reasons for volunteering for the Alumni Network
I’ve volunteered quite a lot at different Future First events. I didn’t do as much last year because I was on
placement in the hospital. I always knew I would go back, even before I left. The first time I went back I had
only left a few months previously, so it wasn’t very different at all!
Sometimes I go back just to see teachers. I have gone and sat in on a class, talked to the students, and
offered general points for students interested in studying science at university.
I go back regularly to help the students, but also because I feel so grateful to the school for the help they
gave me. I am indebted to them as they were always really supportive.
Not only do I help at school, but I also do outreach for medicine at other schools as part of Outreach of
Medicine KCL, as well as going to open days and doing tours of the university.
I also do some outreach for my university, and one of the key things I wanted to convey to students are the
expectations you have to meet during the applications process. One of the most frustrating things to hear is
that students miss the window of applying because they miss the admissions test, and able students end up
not taking a route simply because they and their school didn’t know any better.
When you’re coming from a state school not many people apply for medicine, and it’s almost like they don’t
think about it because it hasn’t happened recently. It’s just one of those things that happen. No one had
even applied from my school in 8 or 9 years before my colleague (year above me) did. I wanted to be the
person to spark that interest in the student and help the school improve their ability to help more students.
It was also because I know I’ve been in their position. I understand that feeling of not knowing what to do,
and not even knowing what key information I was missing out on.
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It was extremely rewarding that I could go and do what people have done for me. Even if it’s just one
student who walks away empowered with that extra knowledge it’s worth it.
Not only that, but volunteering also helps my own communication skills.
Advice to someone thinking of becoming an alumni volunteer:
Just do it! When students see people who have come from same classrooms as them go on to do things
with their lives, whether it’s uni, apprenticeships or a job, that could be the spark for that young person.
Their journey begins from there. You can’t tell how much of an impact you have had on them, but it could
be great – I know, because that student was me. I understand how powerful it can be, and that in itself is
one of the main reasons I go back.

Yasmin, aged 18, studying Economics at Queen Mary University
I’m currently studying Economics and have just started my first year. I have a part-time job which is working
in the trampoline park in Stratford. I do all kinds of things in my job, like monitoring the court and going on
reception. Sometimes we even get to go on the trampolines after hours!
Reasons for study choice:
When I started doing my A Levels, I didn’t know what I wanted to go on and study. I was torn between
Economics, History and Politics. In the end, I realised that I should do Economics as I enjoyed it the most,
and it links most closely to what I want to do in the future.
Future career plans:
I’m interested in going into finance. I’m not sure which sector, however – I need to research and do
internships to find out more.
Route into career:
After doing my GCSEs…I went to [another school’s] sixth form, where I studied Maths, Economics and
History. The social side of sixth form was fine, and I was always able to balance my work and social life.
In terms of my route into work, during the second year of sixth form I worked at Matalan on weekends.
During the summer before uni I was working at TEX – an exchange shop in the Stratford Centre.
What was found most difficult:
A Levels were lots lot harder – I did find it difficult. A Levels are such a big jump from GCSEs. There’s so
much more content, and it’s more difficult to understand. I did struggle a bit at first, but I did well in the
end. There’s so much more independent study, but I feel as though my sixth form could have been more
supportive.
Generally, I had to study way more. I didn’t have to spend much time ahead of the exam revising for GCSEs
and I did okay, but with A Levels I couldn’t leave it to the last minute. I had to put a lot of work in. When I
needed help, it was down to me to find it and ask.
I’m finding uni okay at the moment. It feels like there’s lots of free time right now, but that’s because it’s
even more independent than college. It’s still early days but I’m enjoying it so far.
What was learned through the alumni programme:
When I was at school, I met three different former students, at two events when I was in Year 11.
One former student I met had come back to give a talk after she had finished her A Levels. I wish I had
listened more to her advice at the time! She gave us advice about our attitudes towards our GCSEs, and told
us not to be complacent, even if we had good grades. So, what happened? I did well in my mocks, and
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became complacent. I thought, ‘if I can do it now, I’ll be fine in the summer’, but it didn’t work out that way
– my mocks went better than my GCSEs.
However, when it came to A Levels, I remembered her advice and took it to heart. I worked hard right from
the beginning of my A Levels, which you need to because there are no second chances now. I remembered
her advice, knew it applied to me, and decided to make a difference.
The second time I met alumni was during an assembly, when two students who had left the previous year
came back and spoke to us about the move on to college. They each gave a talk followed by a Q&A. One of
them was the Head Girl who had left last year.
She gave really great advice. She told us that having a positive approach can make all the difference. She
told us not to overwork ourselves as that can lead us to burn out, which can affect your studies. She said
there has to be a balance. Her advice struck a chord with me and I’ve always tried to have that approach. I
don’t let it get me down if I can’t do something first time. She was really inspiring – a genuine role model,
and I believed the advice from someone who had been through it so recently.
Knowledge and skills learnt through this programme that have been useful:
I remember the former students telling us to always ask for help, which is so important. You shouldn’t be
afraid to ask for help.
On the practical side of things, we were given us revision tips, particularly to revise in shorter sessions.
Revise for a while and then do quick breaks in between. I always do this now, and I’m much more
productive.
Advice to school leavers about the knowledge and skills needed at work:
You need to be confident in who you are. Know who you are, because it’s hard to go ahead with things if
you don’t know what you’re capable of.
Take a positive approach and do things 100% - don’t go in half hearted. It’s important to do this and enjoy
what you do because if you don’t enjoy it, you won’t do it well. Doing things well is almost a mind set in
itself. Try and find things which work for you, like when you’re revising for exams. It’s better to find a
revision method which is fun for you and it will be more effective.
Reasons for volunteering for the Alumni Network:
I signed up to the network when my school signed up everyone in my year group. I haven’t been back as a
volunteer yet, but have been back for parents evening. It’s nice seeing teachers and I would be interested in
going back as a volunteer. I could tell students the things I have learned over the last few years.
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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: PRINCE’S TRUST CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: Enterprise programme
The Enterprise programme is for young adults aged 18 to 30, living in the UK and unemployed, or working
fewer than 16 hours a week, with a business idea, or ideas to explore.
It aims to:
•
•
•
•

equip young people with skills, knowledge and competencies to support them in making an informed
decision about whether to start a business
introduce key concepts relevant to planning and starting a business such as: marketing, selling, pricing,
money management
introduce concepts relevant to progress through the programme – personal skills analysis, general reflection
and mentoring
introduce young people to others who are trying to make a positive change in their lives.

During the 2015/16 financial year, 8,400 young adults participated in the programme. For the 2016/17
financial year, it was 7,726 young people, with 16% (1,271) across the UK going on to set up their own
business; 1,220 businesses were established in total (some were set up in partnerships).

Skills, Knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
The programme develops business knowledge, skills and understanding, but also supports personal
development to enable young adults to have the confidence, resilience, personal and other skills and
qualities to succeed in business and life (see below for detail).
Personal development includes:
•
•
•
•
•

understanding personal skills and learning styles
understanding about lifestyle choices
planning personal development (goal-setting, identifying support needs)
evaluating personal journeys and own learning
understanding the importance of managing personal money, e.g. how to budget, the principles and
objectives of credit scoring, knowledge of how to request and interpret own score and steps to improve
credit score.

Business skills, knowledge and understanding is focused on: understanding of skills important to business;
how to develop a business idea; business planning; market research/ methods; promoting and selling a
product or service; book-keeping; understanding tax.

How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
The programme supports different styles of learning: visual; auditory; kinaesthetic. It employs a mix of
learning and teaching methods, including, for example:
•
•

•
•

ice-breakers to create an appropriate learning environment
inputs from mentors on own experiences of business and talks from business role-models, e.g. to encourage
identification of transferable skills/lessons that can be applied to own life, the challenges/failures that may be
faced in achieving success in business
teaching topics through talks, presenting and discussing information using oral, written and visual forms of
communication, encouraging learners to answer questions and note key points from the sessions
skills discussions, role-plays and other practical exercises to practise the application of skills, knowledge and
behaviours.

Participants are encouraged to explore how they learn best, record and reflect on their learning, using
questions to aid reflection and feedback from mentors to support their personal and business
development.
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Teaching and learning activities
The Enterprise programme: “asks the right questions in the right way and makes sure the people it helps are
ready to start a business and can make a proper business case for it.” It’s “proven formula balances intensive
business training with long-term mentoring to ensure young people have the strongest foundations on which to
build and sustain their business ideas. Many of these young people overcome enormous social and personal
hurdles to get their businesses off the ground and each year NatWest applauds their achievements…”
(Sponsor, NatWest)

The programme is broken down into 4 stages:
Stage 1: Meet the Team - free information session in local area to find out what the Enterprise programme
involves and the support offered.
Stage 2: Explore (Explore Enterprise course element). A 4-day interactive workshop, ideally with a group of 15
young people:
• Day 1: An inspirational talk from a business expert, with an opportunity to think about personal goals and
skills and spend some time discussing personal finance and exploring legal structures
• Day 2: What’s a great business idea without a plan to promote it? Discussion about marketing and selling
• Day 3: Focus on finance, including dealing with HMRC, pricing and managing money in a business
• Day 4: Thinking about business plans, starting to consider next steps
• Possibility to attain a Level 1 Award.
Stage 3: Building a business
• Flexible one-to-one support to plan and test a business idea - get started with market research, writing a
business plan and considering finance
• Opportunity to gain a Level 2 certificate once the business plan is finished information about ‘Will it Work’
grants of up to £250 to test if the business is viable.
Stage 4: Launch of the business
• Ahead of the launch, presentation of business plan to the Business Launch Group whose job it is to ensure
the idea is viable and sustainable.

Where learning takes place
The programme is delivered locally in a classroom-type environment. This may be in a Prince’s Trust
regional office, or on premises of a corporate or another partner.
Support from business
The Business Launch Group, comprising a panel of [usually] 3 volunteers with experience of starting their
own business and a Prince’s Trust staff member, provides feedback on the business plan.
Panel members are sent the plan beforehand and then the Chair facilitates a discussion to agree on how they are
going to run the session. The young person joins the panel and usually starts off by describing their business; if it
is product-based they are encouraged to bring it with them. The panel asks questions about the business plan and
may make some recommendations on areas that would benefit from further work. It’s meant to be a celebration
of what the young person has achieved to date, recognising their journey. They will check the young person
understands the role of the mentor. The panel then writes a recommendation report to inform the Trust’s
decision on whether to support the business.

Once the business is launched, support is provided by an experienced business mentor (volunteer) for two three years. The role of the mentor is to help the young adult to achieve their goals:
• Listen: be a sounding board for the young adult’s research helping them to build their business with
confidence
• Support: encourage the young adult to be everything they can be
• Highlight: be there to think of some of the finer details that might not have been considered, such as cash
flow and income projections
• Focus: help maintain an overview of the young adult’s business goals at all times
• Measure: support with budgeting and sales conversion rates and website traffic statistics.
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Depending on local arrangements, the mentor would typically spend 30 minutes with their mentee once a
month, but could be more.
The opportunity is given to apply for a low-interest loan to help get the business started, and access to a
range of business services support for three years. Local, specialist volunteers may provide specific
guidance around challenges the young adult may face, such as Conversational Marketing or Search Engine
Optimisation.
How skills, knowledge and understanding are assessed
The My Journey Scale is a self-assessment tool (in booklet and poster formats) used by programme
participants to assess ‘soft’ skills development: employability and life skills such as confidence, setting and
achieving goals, working with others, reliability, communication, resilience (coping) and jobsearch skills.
At the start of the programme, a staff member introduces the form to the group, explains the purpose of it
and then offers support as they complete the form to make sure they understand it. At the mid-point stage,
the form is re-visited in a one-to-one session with a member of staff who facilitates the skills discussion,
encouraging the young person to reflect on how they think their skills are developing, and whether their
initial assessment was realistic. At the end of the programme – when they are deciding whether they are
going to start a business or do something else – they go back to the form and rank where they feel they are
now.

The Business Launch Group assesses and provides feedback on business ideas/plans. Mentors provide a
monthly report which includes an overview of their meetings with the young person, any additional support
needs
Exploring Enterprise Award and Certificate
The opportunity is provided to work towards nationally recognised qualifications in Exploring Enterprise
(EE). These qualifications have been developed with the aim of progressing learners into business
ownership, self-employment or further study. They give learners the opportunity to:
•
•
•

develop their own personal growth and engagement in, and through, learning
engage in learning that is relevant to them and supports the development of enterprise skills, knowledge
and understanding in key areas essential for developing a business idea
recognise their personal enterprise skills and characteristics to make appropriate decisions about their own
future progression.

The Prince’s Trust Level 1 Award in Exploring Enterprise has the following units:
•
•
•

Personal Progression
Marketing
Exploring Enterprise.

The Prince’s Trust Level 2 Certificate in Exploring Enterprise includes the Level 1 units plus the following
Level 2 units:
•
•
•

Understanding money
Develop a marketing strategy for an enterprise
Develop an enterprise.

The Exploring Enterprise qualifications are centre assessed using portfolios of evidence and are graded as
pass or fail. The portfolios are internally and externally verified. Learners need to gather evidence from
activities which demonstrate they have met each of the assessment criteria. Some evidence of a learner’s
performance may also be derived from observation records and testimonies from witnesses who observe
the learner carrying out activities. Evidence can be in a variety of forms and can be varied according to
learners’ interests and needs.
The best practice approach is to assess by ‘continuous assessment’. This means that the learner is assessed
throughout their programme of study, allowing for alternative activities to be set and further evidence
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produced while there are still opportunities during the programme. Continuous assessment keeps learners
motivated and engaged as it provides the learner with opportunities to discuss progress, check they are
working at the correct level for their ability and producing sufficient evidence. This open dialogue with the
learner is recorded on their portfolio in some way, either directly on the work or on centre-devised assessor
feedback forms.
Briefing/Training for business volunteers
All volunteers are formally interviewed and written references are required to help confirm suitability for
volunteering and for specific roles. A DBS check (or equivalent in Northern Ireland and Scotland) is required
for volunteers undertaking ‘regulated activity’. They are given the Volunteer Policy which sets out the
principles by which The Trust works with volunteers and the minimum standards for their recruitment,
induction and appointment, together with procedures and guidance on The Safeguarding Children &
Vulnerable Adults Protection Policy and Health & Safety. The Volunteer Statement of Expectation outlines
what is expected from the volunteer and what they can expect from The Prince's Trust.
Volunteers complete a two-day training course to ensure they are equipped for their role:
Learning objectives for day 1, ‘Working with our young people’, are as follows.
• Participants will be able to identify The Prince’s Trust target groups and accept the variety of backgrounds
our young people come from
• Participants will be able to develop the skills and tools necessary to work effectively with our young people
• Participants will be able to clarify Trust procedures and policies to ensure a quality experience for
themselves and the young people they work with.
Learning objectives for day 2, ‘Mentoring with The Prince’s Trust’, are as follows.
• Participants will be able to clarify the scope and limits of their role as mentors
• Participants will be able to describe how mentoring supports our Programmes to enable positive
development of young people.
• Participants will develop the skills, attitudes and knowledge they need to perform effectively in their role.

Each volunteer is provided with relevant management and support from the Volunteer Team, including
regular, appropriate and mutually agreed contact. As a minimum, volunteers are offered an annual review,
with the opportunity to discuss their role, share feedback and identify individual development and support
needs. They may attend networking events and refresher training sessions. The Trust also provides
appropriate recognition and occasions to celebrate volunteers and their work.

Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Evaluation is managed by a central team, with a centralised system, to ensure data are collected in a
consistent method across all Prince’s Trust programmes and regions/counties.
Two main ways are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the Enterprise programme and its impact on
young people - the differences it makes to their future prospects:
•
•

Soft outcomes, such as employability and life skills, life satisfaction, awareness of issues in their community,
are collected through the My Journey form
Hard outcomes are collected via Text surveys at three, six and 12 months after leaving the programme.

Automated text surveys to mobile phones are found to be a young people-friendly and resource-efficient,
timely and streamlined method of communication, allowing responses at a convenient time and place.
Everyone is asked questions in a consistent manner about:
a)

their main activity: in education, paid employment, self-employment, training, apprenticeships,
volunteering or another Trust programme; whether the activity is full-time, part-time (number of hours);
sector/industry of work/training/ volunteering; subject of study when in education; other activity if not in
any of the above; whether also doing a secondary activity (e.g. education and a job); benefits claimed

b)

how much they attribute their main outcome to the support of the programme team, e.g.
information, advice and guidance, if the programme satisfied their goals.
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A ‘census’ approach is used to try and contact everyone, rather than a sample, so that outcomes can be
reported to specific programme delivery partners.
During the programme, delivery partners are asked to brief young people about the reasons for the text
message survey and how it works, and collect mobile numbers. An introductory text repeats this
information. The survey is short (3-8 questions) and free (no phone credit needed). To ensure compliance
with the Data Protection Act, a consent notice is included on the young person’s Profile Form to allow
delivery partners to provide updated contact details to the Prince’s Trust. A check on currency of the
contact details is made one month before the survey.
Feedback is also gathered from staff and business mentors. Individual stories are collected and case studies
developed. The Prince’s Trust has a Qualifications Portal to track, monitor and report on the progress of
learners who have registered for qualifications, using Unique Learner Numbers (ULN).
Examples of Business knowledge, skills and understanding developed through the programme
Business knowledge and understanding
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skills & Qualities

the main differences between being self-employed and
employed, including the main types of legal structure
for a business
sources of support for the self-employed
skills necessary to self-employment and employment

•

personal skills

•

professional behaviours appropriate
to the situation

•

literacy and numeracy

•

confidence

what is meant by target market(s) for their business
the 4Ps of marketing
what is meant by brand and how brand can influence
where a business is positioned and how this relates to
price marketing and digital marketing, and how AIDA
principles apply
benefits of market research and competitor analysis
market research methods
good and bad practice in designing promotional material
and using social media platforms
purpose of an elevator pitch

•

reliability

•

resilience (coping)

•

communication and presenting skills

•

working with others

•

planning skills, e.g. setting and
achieving goals

•

attitude towards selling and selling
skills

•

number skills in making financial
calculations, personal budgeting,
costing, pricing goods and services

•

skills in book-keeping

•

research and analysis skills

•

job-search skills

•

know how – how skills and
knowledge can be applied in
different scenarios

the difference between the features and benefits of a
product and a service
the sales process and techniques in selling a product or
service
how to set product/service prices by building up a price
based on costs and the market
what break even means and how to calculate it for
products/services
tax and national insurance for the self-employed
what HMRC does
timelines for completing Self Assessments
sources of further information
different types of financial record keeping
purpose of bookkeeping
how to set up and update a book-keeping system
main sections and content of a business plan

See below some individual stories of those who have participated in the Enterprise programme and setup their own business. Please note that their ages are as of March 2017.
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Faye, 26, from Sheffield, was working as a Speech and Language Therapist when she was diagnosed with
chronic Lyme Disease. It severely affected her ability to carry out normal day-to-day tasks.

At its most severe, Lyme Disease left Faye unable to wash, dress or feed herself and she could only leave
the house using a wheelchair. "Before Lyme Disease, I’d graduated from university and had started
working in a job I loved. It was really difficult to have to let go of that. Suddenly losing my personal,
physical and financial independence was frightening."
Trying to stay productive, Faye began blogging and, when able, made jewellery which she sold online,
donating the profits to chronic illness charities. Then, when a friend sent Faye an especially thoughtful
care package, Faye had an idea.
“I wanted to help people show their loved ones they were thinking of them even from far away. I decided I
wanted to make and sell ‘hug in a box’ gift hampers. I’d heard about the Prince’s Trust, so I got in touch.”
Faye’s next step was Enterprise – The Trust’s four day intensive course that helps unemployed young
people start up in business. After researching the market, Faye applied for The Trust’s 'Will it Work'
Grant in order to market-test and prototype her idea.
“I made 25 prototypes and sold 24 in three weeks!”
Positive feedback gave her further confidence to push forward and launch 'BearHugs' – bespoke gift
packages filled with handmade treats designed to capture the warmth and comfort of a hug.
In less than a year, Faye sold more than 1,000 'BearHug' boxes and had forged a philanthropic
partnership with the charity Post Pals.
Faye’s commitment and determination to break down the barriers and limitations of her illness are
extraordinary. She has made 'BearHugs' a success and hopes to use it to support others living with
chronic illness in the future.
“The guidance The Prince’s Trust gave me has been invaluable. They’ve given me purpose and have helped
me turn my little idea into a life-changing reality.”
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Katie, 29, from Ilkeston, Derbyshire, experienced a traumatic childhood which led to her being taken into
care and eventually adopted.

Initially, Katie did well in education, gaining a place at university, but at 19 she dropped out and took jobs in
pubs and nightclubs. At 22 she became pregnant and subsequently married and had another child.
Katie felt trapped and frustrated as a stay-at-home mum, despairing of finding rewarding work that would
fit around her family’s needs.
A business concept began to develop in her mind relating to affordable bridal wear after the experience of
her own wedding. She had often wanted to start a business venture but lacked the confidence and
knowledge to take on such a huge challenge.
Then Katie discovered The Prince’s Trust Enterprise programme, which helps unemployed young people set
up in business. That was all she needed to encourage her to move into the business world. She received
invaluable support from the team who helped her work on her business plan and prepare for presentation
to the panel. As a result, she's now the proud owner of House of Oliver.
As the business plan neared completion, Katie suddenly lost confidence that she could succeed, but The
Trust arranged for a mentor to sit with her and talk it through, giving her the encouragement to “go for it”.
Katie has not looked back. She is full of enterprising ideas to develop and expand her business. She employs
staff, some of whom have special needs, and trains and mentors them personally.
She is also undertaking inspirational speaking on behalf of The Trust’s Explore Enterprise course.
The motivation for Katie’s drive stems from her children and she is determined to ensure they have the
benefits she may have missed out on as a child.
“I will be eternally grateful for the help, encouragement and support that I have received from the
countless people I have met at The Prince’s Trust. I would never have got my business started without
them. I completely feel like I’m supposed to be doing what I’m doing. A huge thank you.”
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Efaz, aged 26, from Leicester, got kicked out of school at 13 and left with no GCSE’s.

His teacher told him that he was useless and wouldn’t get anywhere in life. He became embroiled in
violence and street crime and started DJ’ing in the most dangerous and violent nightclubs in the UK.
Efaz’s life came crashing down when he was forced to undergo major eye surgery. He lost 90% of his vision
and almost lost his life twice. He suffered from severe depression, developed a heart condition, lost all
confidence and gave up on himself. His best friend’s father passed away and a few months later his
granddad also died.
After being told he could never play football again, Efaz took four of his cousins to the local astro-turf
grounds for a kick about and saw himself as a mentor to them.
Efaz started The Prince’s Trust Get Started with Football programme and took advantage of all this course
had to offer, gaining youth work and coaching qualifications and securing work at Leicester City Football
Club.
When his informal sessions resumed many young people joined him. Efaz saw the potential for his own
social enterprise and returned to The Enterprise programme, which helps unemployed young people start
up in business. With a start-up grant, he sustained NEBA Football, a development academy which
provides opportunities for people in the community using sports as its core platform.
Efaz, is now a very active Prince’s Trust Young Ambassador, delivering workshops, sitting on boards, raising
awareness of The Trust’s work and influencing decision-makers and donors. He has also been involved with
the Talent Match, which works with The Prince’s Trust to tackle youth unemployment in some of the
poorest communities in the UK.
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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: ROYAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: The Engineering Leaders Scholarship programme
The Royal Academy of Engineering, a national academy with a global outlook, brings together the most
successful and talented engineers for a shared purpose: to advance and promote excellence in engineering.
It provides analysis and policy support to promote the UK’s role as a great place to do business, and takes a
lead on engineering education, working to improve public awareness and understanding of engineering.
The Academy invests in the UK’s world-class research base to underpin innovation.
The Engineering Leaders Scholarship programme aims to provide support for engineering undergraduates
in UK universities who have the potential to become leaders in engineering. Scholarships are provided to
help ambitious and inspiring engineering undergraduates, who want to become leadership role models for
the next generation of engineers, to undertake an accelerated personal development programme. All
Scholars receive £5,000 to be used over three years towards career and personal development activities.
There is one round of applications held each year via an online application form asking for the following:
1. Applicant details, including:
•
•
•

the course being studied
the engineering sector associated with the course:
Mechanical (mechanical, aeronautical, marine and manufacturing engineering)
Civil (civil, structural, environmental, public works and building services engineering)
Electrical (electrical, electronic, control engineering, and materials for electronics and electronics in
bio- and biomedical engineering and healthcare)
Chemical (chemical, fuel, process, mining and materials engineering)
Information & Communications Technology (telecommunications networks and systems, computing
and informatics).
qualifications and other courses.

2. Case for support, including:
•

•
•
•

any experience that demonstrates suitability for the scholarship (up to 250 words), such as active
involvement in clubs or organisations, e.g. work experience; extracurricular activities; university clubs
and societies; charitable work or involvement in sporting activities
evidence of leadership aspirations (up to 250 words), and early opportunities taken up to build on
leadership skills
how the need to be an inspirational role model to future engineers will be met (up to 250 words),
including examples of inspiring individuals or teams and managing challenging people
view (aside from energy sustainability) on the most important problem facing UK society that engineers
can impact upon (up to 100 words).

3. Support requested, including:
•
•
•
•

career aspirations upon graduation (up to 250 words)
reasons why the Scholarship should be awarded (up to 100 words)
how funding from the Scholarship will be used (up to 250 words)
type of activities needed to enhance prospects and inspire others, e.g. attendance at conferences both
within the UK and internationally; learning languages; Engineering work experience, including overseas;
volunteering.

4. Statements and declaration: confirmation from the University that the criteria for the scholarship are
met and commitment to seeking the scholarship.
A selection panel composed of Fellows of the Royal Academy of Engineering, Sainsbury Management
Fellows and alumni of the scheme, review the applications and around 70 shortlisted candidates are invited
to attend a selection event. Shortlisted candidates engage in a 30-minute interview with two selectors,
including at least one Fellow, and two group activities.
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Skills, knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
The scholarship application and selection process provides an opportunity for undergraduates to apply
their knowledge and skills in communicating key facts and selling themselves in writing and through the
interview, and demonstrate communication and leadership skills in the group activities.
Central to the theme of accelerating the professional development of the individual, is the need to look
ahead to where they think their careers are going and to start planning for them. Personal and career
development skills include the ability to identify own strengths and development needs, and opportunities
to meet these needs; review and reflect on their progress and plan next steps.
During the three years of the scholarship, recipients get the opportunity to acquire the skills they need to
fulfil their potential, helping them to move into engineering leadership positions in UK industry soon after
graduation. Examples of skills that can be developed include: leadership; communication; negotiation;
visualisation; creative problem finding and solving skills; career planning skills; systems thinking. Learning
habits of mind relating to engineering are consolidated, for example: curiosity; open mindedness;
resilience; resourcefulness; collaboration.
Scholars are expected to submit an annual report including receipts of expenditure against activities
undertaken throughout the previous year.

How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
Scholars are responsible for developing their own skills, knowledge and understanding, setting out in their
personal development plan how they will do this.
Assistance is given by the Academy to help scholars to create their personal development plans, enabling
them to plan the use of their scholarship in the short term, and outline their intentions in the medium and
long term.
Teaching and learning activities
Learning activities are varied and depend on the personal objectives of individual. They may take place in
classroom settings, through real learning, attendance at conferences. The list of activities is many and
varied.
Where learning takes place
An annual training and networking weekend is part of the support at which all the current scholars are
brought together to undertake a series of activities that provide opportunities to undertake nonengineering activities such as learning the benefits of team building, negotiation, marketing skills and
considering elements of entrepreneurship. Scholars attend each year for the three years of their award.
Support from employers/professional engineers
Throughout the three years that Scholars are engaged with the programme, they may request advice and
support from Royal Academy of Engineering Fellows, Sainsbury Management Fellows and ELS Alumni. This
is not a formal mentoring programme, but advice to adhoc advice and support dependent on the
individuals’ needs.
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Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Individuals on the scheme complete an annual report detailing the activities they have undertaken during
that year, including what benefits they achieved, other scholars who also took part and providing evidence
of expenditure. Each year scholars are encouraged to update their personal development plan to reflect
their changing priorities.
A formal evaluation of the programme was undertaken in 2016, with plans to conduct again in future years.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Some examples of individual stories of participants in the programme

Jennifer, aged 23, working in the Finance sector as a full time Commercial Analyst
Reasons for taking this current position: 'couldn’t get anywhere with jobs in Oil and Gas industry'
Route into this work: '4-week training period in SAS programming with a training company in Edinburgh'
What was found most difficult in leaving education and starting work: 'the lack of jobs for chemical
engineers'
What was learned through the RAE Engineering Leaders scholarship programme: 'commercial
awareness, networking tips, negotiation skills, international learning experiences'
Knowledge and skills learnt through this programme found useful in current position: 'the importance of
networking and having an awareness of the bigger picture. For example, in my job I do a lot of data
analysis. Whilst diving into a deep level of detail I need to still incorporate the wider situation and
implications to create real insight'
Plans for the future: 'still hoping to work in the oil and gas industry one day...'
Advice to graduates from education about the knowledge and skills needed at work: 'work on your
communication and presentation skills at every opportunity.'
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Ronan, aged 23, currently a full-time PhD Student in the Bioengineering department at Rice University in
Houston, Texas.
Reasons for taking this current position:
My decision to apply to do my PhD in bioengineering stemmed, in large part, from my desire to think
creatively and freely to accomplish something completely novel. Bioengineering is still a very broad field
with many options, and I still had a lot of questions I felt I needed to answer before I chose a concentration
area. Universities are some of the best environments to gain technical skills and general awareness of
different facets of a very multidimensional and interdisciplinary field. My goal is still to end up in the
biotech industry and although it may seem counter-intuitive that I would dive into academia in order to get
into the industry, I have found that the majority of leadership roles require a PhD.
Route into this work:
While studying Biomedical Engineering at the University of Glasgow I carried out a 6-month research
placement in Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston. During this time, I realised that I wanted to
get my PhD and applied to a number of PhD programmes in the US. Being part of a community of highly
ambitious engineers in such a vibrant research environment helped me understand what a PhD could help
me achieve. This would not have been possible without funding from the Royal Academy, so for that I am
exceedingly grateful. Additionally, the ability to work at a university abroad opened up a number of doors
into PhD programmes in the United States.
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What was found most difficult in starting current study:
Although I am still in education, undergraduate and post-graduate studies are very different kettles of fish.
The need to make quick informed decisions, to delegate tasks to others and to work in a group on a longterm project is something that undergraduate education doesn’t fully prepare you for. The importance of
details in project plans is also something that I am learning to appreciate. In undergraduate engineering
projects ‘concepts’ are at a premium, whereas in research there must be a detailed plan in place to ensure
that this concept can be made a reality.
What was learned through the RAE Engineering Leaders scholarship programme:
The single most important skill I have learnt from my time as a Royal Academy ELA recipient is
communication and diversity of thought. In both the Royal Academy-hosted events and the opportunities
that the award has granted me, clear communication has been a central theme. Surrounding yourself with
people from a variety of backgrounds (intellectually as well as culturally) provides a much greater pool of
ideas to draw inspiration from. Another important skill has been to learn to share airtime during meetings.
This is something that the Royal Academy annual events have continually emphasised.
Knowledge and skills learnt through this programme found useful in current position:
Learning to network and communicate professionally with people has already proven important in
academia. So much of what we know comes from conversations with experts that sharing information and
experiences with others is an essential part of the learning process.
Plans for the future:
I hope to graduate in the next 5 years and take up a research and development role in industry (maybe at a
start-up) where I can use the soft skills I have gathered throughout the course of my undergraduate and
postgraduate education in combination with a strong technical background in biomedical and bioengineering. Later in my career I aim to move more into management side of things.
Advice to graduates from education about the knowledge and skills needed at work:
Again, although I am still in education, as a PhD student the expectations of your colleagues and bosses are
similar to those of a corporate environment. I am only in the beginning, but from what I have gathered
from speaking with other students and professors is: the questions you are being asked to answer may not
necessarily have solutions yet, so the ability to communicate with others and use your resources effectively
can end up being more important than IQ or raw intelligence.
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CET FEASIBILITY STUDY: TEAMBUILD CASE STUDY
FOCUS OF THE CASE STUDY: Student Teambuild
Teambuild is a registered UK Charity with the aim of advancing education in the construction industry
through inter-disciplinary training.
In addition to its Future Leaders Competition (a national competition for graduates who enter in mixed
teams of six members, paid for as CPD by their employers), a version for students in Higher Education has
been developed with funding from the Commercial Education Trust (CET).
Student Teambuild is for undergraduate or postgraduate students studying a Built Environment course and
looking to improve their knowledge of the construction industry before moving into the sector, although
there have been competitors representing major universities from a wider range of degree disciplines. Fastpaced, challenging, and fun, the event is an introduction to the realities of industry and also provides an
opportunity for network building.
The event is not usually graded, but there is a prize offered for the winning team, and each participant
receives a participation certificate. It is accepted as CPD by most construction industry institutions, as well
as being preparation for Charterships and useful for CVs.

Skills, knowledge and understanding developed through the programme
Teambuild seeks to improve efficiency in the construction industry through teaching and encouraging
effective interdisciplinary teamwork and communication skills.
The objectives of Student Teambuild are to:
•
•
•

improve young construction professionals’ ability to collaborate with other disciplines and, in
turn, improve efficiency in collaboration of companies
improve young people’s confidence, presentation, planning, communication skills
impart to future industry leaders a holistic view of constituent members of project teams, the
role each has to play in the construction of a building project.
Communication is the main skill set, informally between people
(soft skills), but also the ability to communicate, formally,
complex ideas graphically and through writing and bullet points.
Competitors are put into situations of uncertainty and taught
how to talk to clients, how to present complex things to nonspecialists. Presentation skills are developed, to improve
confidence in oral forms of communication and ability to
respond on the spot to difficult questions.

Teambuild develops a broad awareness of how individual
specialisms fit in. Scenarios require the application of several skills when, for example, students are
evaluating the finances, the energy performance and the aesthetic quality of the construction balanced
against the time and cost to develop it. This requires bringing in all the different skills and abilities of team
members. An individual may have good knowledge and understanding of one aspect of the problem, but
has to communicate the value of their particular expertise to other team members.
‘Situational knowledge’ is developed as they begin to see how their skill sets and what they have learnt
applies to the context in which they are going to work. They also develop tacit knowledge of the workplace,
what it means to be professional, which fits in with what is required by professional organisations. Ethics
are also covered as part of professionalism. Rather than being taught new knowledge, it is more about
teaching how to apply knowledge and recognising the value of what they have learnt.
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How skills, knowledge and understanding are developed
Learning is primarily ‘by doing’, although there is structure provided through tightly designing the scenario
questions and the briefing. There is content that is transmitted through the materials.
Learning is applied and shared through collaborative activities. Students work in a small team made up of
people from different disciplines with different skills to contribute. For example, an architect or a designer
in the team may be more likely to have the skills to sketch quickly and produce diagrams to communicate
the team’s ideas in the short period of time available.
At one HEI where full-time and part-time students of different ages, including undergraduates, Masters and
PhD students, worked together in mixed groups, peer learning was a strong feature of the experience.

Each team receives feedback from professionals working in the local area, to gain an insight into what the
various professions do within the construction industry.
Teaching and learning activities
Teambuild provides everything needed for students to complete the
tasks, including visual material. Student Teambuild can be organised
as a stand-alone cross-year group activity (assessed or un-assessed)
or can be integrated into curricula. Typically, it is a two-day activity,
often offered as an opt-in “extra” to an HE course, but it can be run
across a weekend.
The competition involves students in working together in
multidisciplinary teams to tackle a series of short tasks in the
planning, delivery, construction and operation of a real site. It has
been found that running the event as a ‘competition’ builds team
spirit and motivates participants more than a non-competitive
environment.
Students sign up as individuals and are put into teams by the organisers to ensure there is a mix of ages,
experience and disciplines. Ideally, all teams should have a civil engineer and an architect. Competitors
receive an email about their team members and are asked to choose a name to start the teambuilding
process. Often, they meet for the first time on the morning of the competition. A short introduction is given
on the Belbin Test - 5-minute video – as one example of how teams work together. Different roles are
described briefly, with positive and negative character traits associated with these, highlighting the fact
that everyone has strengths and weaknesses.
Complex problems are set that no one individual can solve on their own. These are taken from industry to
ensure they are current and change every year. For example:
For one event, the problem was taken from a development project at Paddington Station. Information was
provided from the public domain, such as design and access statements from planning applications on the
Council’s website (a very good training resource). Site visits took place before the competition was run at the
weekend.

The competition is normally split into 5 segments which chronologically follow the way the construction
project is being delivered: starting with the briefing and the master planning stage; then moving into the
procurement stage; detailed design stage; handover; and finally the adaptation and in use stage. At the end
of each stage, teams have to give a presentation which is followed by feedback that they can then use in
the next scenario.
Teambuild writes scenarios for each of these stages always going back to the original project
documentation. It’s really story-telling, sometimes quite amusing stories, with complex implications so that
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students have to use their judgement on how to proceed. They have to deliver against each scenario. For
example, for the first stage they may have to consider different options and then make recommendations
to their client. They may find themselves in a situation that they haven’t encountered before at university.
Where learning takes place
The event is normally held at the students’ university or college, in a familiar venue - in a large room, for
example, split into 3 areas (with 3 or 4 teams in each area); or separate rooms. Each team sits around a
large table. They also have a flip chart and space to hang them up. For some events, a visit to a real, multimillion-pound construction site also takes place.
Support from industry partners and universities
The Teambuild experience is approved and supported by sector bodies such as ICE, IStructE, RIBA, CIBSE,
RICS, RTPI, and others.
The competition joins together disciplines across the industry
and engages industry professionals to act as judges. These are
often people who have previously taken part in a Future Leaders
event and have since been working in the industry, but may be
senior people from local companies. The industry judges are
asked to make the experience as real as possible. They listen to,
and assess, the presentations by the multidisciplinary teams,
which are encouraged to use various forms of communication
that are used in the industry in presenting to clients, such as
flipcharts, PowerPoints or booklets. High-level professionals in key firms in the region can also offer the
opportunity for students to meet and speak informally about the industry, and may offer coaching.
HEIs fund their students’ participation in the competition. The current format for the events relies on
university hosts to provide a venue(s) for the activity, and to nominate one or two individuals as local event
managers with regard to refreshments and logistics etc. The extent to which academic staff are involved
varies: at some universities, they just allow Teambuild to get on with it, coming in at the end for a summing
up of what went on; at other HEIs they may want more involvement.
Briefing and support for universities and industry partners
It is recognised that each university is different, and so Teambuild offers a flexible model informed by
discussions on the exact requirements of the HEI and its parameters. The team includes several individuals
who have experience of working in Higher Education and understand the various constraints of semester
delivery, assessment, timetables and funding.
The Teambuild team source the site, organise and run the site visits, provide and brief the professional
judging/feedback team, author the content, and deliver the training. Teambuild also leads on promoting
the competition, managing the direct communication with the student participants before and after the
event, and co-ordinating with the HEI’s marketing team for publicity, feedback and photographs before and
after the event.
The event is shown to deliver on current government and institutional targets for universities with regard
to collaborative working, industry engagement, impact, outreach, and supporting tacit knowledge.
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Methods for evaluating the programme and tracking programme participants
Evaluation
Feedback forms are issued online to all participants: competitors, their employers or lecturers, and industry
visitors. Data gathered include:
•

written feedback from judges and competitors

•

reflections on the competition by previous year’s judges to shape the following competition, during
informal discussions at an annual dinner

•

Press coverage and media interaction statistics

•

individual stories.

This feedback is shared with students and tutors associated with each event, so they have a sense of how
their group felt about the experience. Staff are asked six-months on for their reflections on the
effectiveness of the event.
Teambuild is a small, agile organisation that responds to feedback each year in developing the model for
the competition. Quantitative data (e.g. number of events, participating companies and competitors) and
qualitative data (feedback) is collated and analysed to identify themes, factors, trends or correlations.
CET-funded research is being undertaken to gain a better understanding of the most effective ways of
delivering commercial education through Teambuild activities. This involves:
•

the analysis of a longitudinal data set (already consolidated in an excel database) to identify trends in the
characteristics of those taking part in Teambuild, and in particular to seek trends in the nature of the
winning teams in each competition

•

an online survey/questionnaire, and a few targeted interviews to be conducted with past participants in
Teambuild, seeking individual reflections on how participating in the competition has developed and
influenced their subsequent careers

•

a push to collect Teambuild alumni and link to them via the Teambuild LinkedIn group, allowing an analysis
of the subsequent career paths of individuals who have taken part in the competition. This will be assisted
in part by the publication of the early part of the data via LinkedIn, providing interesting content and
encouraging engagement.

Tracking
Cataloguing the 25 years of Teambuild in a database enables contact to be made with previous participants,
to trace their career paths and ask them about their memories of the competition.
Students are asked to join Teambuild’s LinkedIn group which is used to track past participants. Use of a
Facebook page was not found to be so helpful. The young professionals move very quickly between
employers and so LinkedIn enables contact to be better sustained.
The plan is now to pull out information and further activate that group, to start to tell stories about what
individuals have done, how many times organisations have participated, and write blogs, to try and make
the LinkedIn group worth joining. The issue is that Teambuild does not want lots of different LinkedIn
accounts. One overall account is needed with sub-accounts for each university, but that is not offered as
yet.
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EXAMPLE FROM THE WORKPLACE: LendLease Be Onsite company

Founded by LendLease, the Be Onsite not-for-profit company is
dedicated to helping disadvantaged people make a positive change in
their lives. The aim is to address the skills gaps in the construction
industry by providing people with industry training and employment
opportunities and the property industry with the skilled workers it
needs.
We aim to match people and jobs together and we work with our
contractors to achieve this
We provide training and job opportunities that ultimately lead to
sustained employment in the property sector. We work with those who
want to turn their lives around and support them to make a real
difference. We don’t simply invest money in our employees. We also
dedicate our time and support to provide training and opportunities that lead to sustained employment and careers.
From the pre-employment programme, to bespoke training and on-site experience, Be Onsite works to prepare
employees for a specific job role. We work with employers to ensure employees become fully skilled and are able to
move into a sustainable career. As technology in the property industry advances, new skills are required. Be Onsite
works with the supply chain and implements bespoke training to help fill the gaps in the workforce.
The Be Onsite Delivery Model
Select – seek out and identify individuals willing to make a real commitment to turning their lives around.
Skill – provide industry-specific training to ensure employees get the skills they need.
Employ – give employees employability training, on-the-job experience and find a suitable position.
Support – combine training with emotional and practical support to help employees stay on track.
Sustain – provide the right skills and prolonged support to help employees build sustainable careers.
Local people are trained for local jobs and it is believed the best way to learn how to do a job is to actually do it, on
site. Be Onsite employees earn as they learn, allowing them to build the skills they need for a sustainable career and
get paid as they go.
Be Onsite employees are expected to:
•

show good attendance both at training and at work

•

be willing to listen and learn

•

be able to work successfully as part of a team

•

have the utmost respect for others

•

be honest, show integrity and be determined to
succeed.
Delivering continued support

By finding the right individuals and giving them industry training specific to a particular job role, Be Onsite creates
skilled workers. But our commitment doesn’t stop there. We continue to work with our employees, offering emotional
and practical support to ensure they are ready to start and sustain a career.
Example provided by a member of CET’s Business Advisory Group. With information taken from the Be Onsite
website: http://www.beonsite.org.uk/who-we-are
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Be Onsite doesn’t believe that anyone is unemployable. We work with people who want to work despite
the many multiple challenges they face, for example, individuals who may face barriers into employment,
such as: those with past criminal convictions; current serving prisoners as part of a rehabilitation project;
the unemployed, both long and short term. Furthermore, we work with some who may have low skills, as
well as those with some previous experience. Our workforce is diverse in both culture and background.
There are many different routes into our industry and people who have recently become unemployed who
have construction experience can apply through any number of agencies. We do not want to be another
such agency. We choose to work with people who are representative of the communities in which we
work. This includes people who traditionally have been excluded from the job market and we see it as our
role to provide opportunity to individuals to not only help build their own future, but to physically build
that of their community.
We hold a pre-assessment selection day as a group session. Candidates who are successful in being
selected initially then progress to in-house pre-employment training which includes training in
employability, health and safety and bespoke industry learning. At this stage, the candidates work with us
both on a one-to-one basis and in groups to establish their behaviours, suitability, attendance, attitudes
and approach to team work. Be Onsite supports specialist tutors in delivering this training and gains
constant feedback from both the participants and tutors.
The requirements of the employer and the behaviours linked to success are focused on from the very
beginning at our selection events. Besides reliability, attributes such as attendance and punctuality, the
key messages we look to instil revolve around the importance of attitude, respect for yourself, respect for
others and responsibility for your actions.
Our Choices pre-employment training programme sees a strong focus on the behaviours and
characteristics that are required to gain and sustain a job. It helps to set the terms of engagement
between BeOnsite and the candidate from the outset. This half day session helps to enable participants
to make an informed decision about what they want to achieve in their life and what they will commit to
do, to make that choice a reality. For some participants it provides an opportunity for them to take stock
on past mistakes and choose to do things differently.
This period is in effect a self-selection process which filters out those who are not yet ready to turn their
lives around and these individuals are directed to further support and are welcome to return to Be Onsite
when they are ready. We have found that many of our employees failed on their first attempt and it took
two or three tries before a successful outcome was achieved. We feel that it is the bespoke pastoral care
offered to our employees which helps them sustain employment. This pastoral care starts as soon as they
have been selected and have commenced their pre-employment training.
We recognise that some individuals need more support than others, so this is tailored to the individual in
need. Our Recruitment and Retention Manager is experienced in supporting vulnerable people who may
have come from a chaotic background and need extra support when the need arises. This may be
practical support and/or personal support. In some circumstances it may involve referring on to a
specialist agency to assist with the situation, but most of the time it is dealt with positively within Be
Onsite.
Career guidance is also incorporated into the whole pastoral care element of Be Onsite. We take great
care to make our ethos clear to our referral partners so that from the very moment a person expresses
interest in construction or property as a potential career, the realities of the job and the exact opportunity
are spelled out.
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A huge part of our job is to ensure that the individual understands what is on offer and in effect we try
to discourage them from signing up. Construction involves long days, often working outdoors in
extremes of weather. It can be a very tough environment and it is our responsibility to make sure they
know what they are signing up to. Many elements are just the same as with any job, turning up on time,
phoning in if you are ill, working in a team, having a boss. But for many of our candidates this is their
first encounter with the world of work and so it is important for us to guide them through the process and
ensure that they fully understand what is expected of them and how to progress.
This element of career guidance is crucial. If we get it wrong, we get the wrong people into the wrong
job which can be highly detrimental both to the individual and to Be Onsite as a whole.
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